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ABSTRACT
Proteins and many other biologically relevant molecules are
flexible, and the flexibility of a given molecule is one of its
important characteristics. In particular, the degree of global
and local flexibility of proteins is an important characteris-
tic of protein small-molecule binding sites. In this article,
the binding site comparison problem [31, 11, 20, 30, 24, 33]
is presented as a deformable partial surface matching prob-
lem [7, 13]. The problem is labeled as partial matching be-
cause we seek the best match for a given smaller query site
(e.g. a small molecule fragment binding site) with respect to
each larger binding site (in the search dataset). The question
we address is ”how can a given part of a binding site be real-
istically deformed to obtain the best partial match between
that part and a full binding site”? This goal is addressed by
optimizing the similarity between the site representations
subject to modeling the proteins as kinematic chains. The
preliminary results of our implementation (ArtSurf) show
that the proposed approach is feasible, and that the imple-
mentation gives physically reasonable results which improve
the detection of partial binding site similarity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.2 [PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING]:
Chemistry
; J.3 [LIFE AND MEDICAL SCIENCES]: Biology and
genetics
; I.2.9 [ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE]: Robotics—Kine-
matics and dynamics
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1. INTRODUCTION
A common issue for object recognition methods is that

techniques based on rigid body alignments generally fail to
recognize as similar the same object before and after that
object undergoes a significant deformation. As an example,
the limbs of the human body can move large distances rel-
ative to the scale of the body. A specific example is that
many of the point correspondences found by rigid match-
ing will be incorrect when comparing a person touching her
toes to a person with her arms raised overhead. However, if
the human body is modeled as a shell (surface) over a stick
figure, the joints and connectivity of the human body can
be exploited as part of the matching algorithm [25, 10, 12].
Such algorithms can be used to locate and track humans via
sensors (stereo cameras, active sensing depth cameras, laser
range finders, etc.). These algorithms allow for a system to
place avatars in a virtual environment in the same poses as
the sensed humans (e.g. Microsoft Kinect and Xbox) and
allow for interaction between robots and humans [12].

We seek to assess how deformable partial surface match-
ing can be tuned and applied to the comparison of protein
small-molecule binding sites, and use the matching results
to provide a more accurate indication of sites’ similarities
and differences. It is understandable that questions posed
for deformable matching of binding sites have details that
differ significantly from human face recognition or human
pose recognition. Unlike the case of limbs, head, and torso
in human pose recognition, most of the amino acids in a
binding site are not fully exposed. As a result, it would
be very challenging to accurately determine the underlying
protein structure based solely on a molecular surface of a
binding site. Conversely, given that a binding site is de-
termined by discontinuous parts of the protein’s amino acid
sequence coming together to form a local interface for molec-
ular interaction, the optimal match of two binding site sur-
faces would be very difficult to determine by directly com-
paring side chains when the two proteins have dissimilar
amino acid sequences. The primary goal of our work is to
address the problem of recognizing binding sites that bind
the same small molecule, but are from otherwise unrelated
proteins. This implies that in the general case the underlying
structure of the deformable site will have no direct atomic
correspondences to the structure of the sites to which it is
compared. That is, for two small-molecule binding sites to
be considered as similar, we only require that the binding
site surfaces and chemistry are similar.



Before presenting the algorithm applied to deformable
partial binding site matching, some motivation and back-
ground on the binding site comparison problem is presented.

2. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
Structural biologists study the interaction of protein struc-

tures with other molecules, and they compare and contrast
pairs of protein structures using a variety of tools and tech-
niques. At the present, the preferred method is to exper-
imentally determine the relative positions (coordinates) of
the molecules’ atoms via x-ray crystallography. Given such
atomic coordinates, molecular graphics can be used, in con-
junction with domain knowledge and experience, to visu-
ally compare and contrast aligned pairs of molecular struc-
tures. After such analysis, one generally proposes a hypoth-
esis (e.g., that the binding site binds small molecule Z, based
on a significant match to another site that is known to bind
Z) and tests it using experimental techniques such as bio-
chemical assays, x-ray crystallography, and nuclear magnetic
resonance.

Given that there are now more than 80,000 structures in
the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [5], a number which increases
by about 10 percent a year [26], efficient and accurate com-
putational methods are needed to effectively leverage the in-
formation encoded in PDB structures. An area of research
that would immediately benefit from more advanced tools
to search for local protein similarities is determining and
understanding which small molecules partner with a given
site on a protein. Because such processes are of vital im-
portance in understanding the effects of pharmaceuticals, it
is very beneficial to develop methods that can recognize lo-
cal similarities between binding sites and bring them to the
view of the domain scientists.

Many computational methods have been published that
can search part of the structural information in the PDB.
Some of the classes of problems addressed are protein struc-
ture comparisons [18], protein small-molecule binding site
comparisons, and protein-protein binding site comparisons [17].
In the category of protein small-molecule binding site com-
parison tools, the tools generally compare sets of amino acids
directly [21, 4] or features derived from the amino acids
based on the categories and relative positions of the pro-
teins’ atoms [31, 11, 20, 30, 24, 33].

Many of the previously published binding site comparison
tools assume is that it reasonable to compare binding sites
as rigid objects of approximately the same size. The rigid
binding site assumption reduces the complexity of binding
site models and the computational complexity of comparing
such models (hereafter termed “comparing binding sites”).
However, proteins are not rigid molecules, and there are
many examples of proteins requiring the correct flexibility
to perform their function(s).

The partial matching problem of protein small-molecule
binding sites is interesting for a number of reasons. Pocket
mining is an idea that is similar to small-molecule fragment
screening in that the goal is to find small-molecule scaffolds
that bind to a pocket target protein. However, with pocket
mining, the assumption is that by looking for significant
partial matches between the target pocket and a structural
dataset of small-molecule binding sites (with small molecules
bound), one has a greater chance that the small molecule
fragment hits actually bind to the target pocket. It is plau-
sible that methods developed for comparing binding sites

can be generalized and extended to address partial match-
ing problems in other fields. Also, given the nature and as-
sumptions of partial matching, we expect that our method
is better able to address more applications of binding site
matching and searching than methods that assume that for
two binding sites to be similar they must have approximately
the same size and shape (e.g. principal components based
alignment methods).

At the present, the authors are unaware of any other com-
putational methods that address binding site deformations
for the purpose of comparing binding sites at the atomic
or even protein side-chain level of detail. There are some
authors and tools that do address protein and/or small-
molecule flexibility by decomposing the small molecules into
rigid fragments and matching/comparing each small molecule
fragment binding site as separate rigid objects [24, 34]. Sael
and Kihara have decomposed binding sites into surface patches
to account for small molecule and protein flexibility [28].
However, such methods do not directly address protein side-
chain flexibility. Also, the problem of the placement and ori-
entation of amino acid side chains has been studied exten-
sively in protein homology modeling [9] and protein-ligand
docking [2, 36] However, that work addresses how to best
model the structure of a given protein rather than enhance
the detection of binding site surface and chemical similarity.
In this article we propose, implement, and test a geometric
model of binding site deformations at the atomic level, start-
ing from a reasonable alignment between a pair of binding
sites, provided by a tool such as SimSite3D [33].

3. ALGORITHM
The deformable partial binding site comparison method

is formulated as an optimization problem, and a number of
steps are presented to reduce the problem to a form that
can be solved by an iterative linear solver. The general
form of a constrained optimization problem is an objective
function to maximize or minimize subject to zero or more
constraints. In this article, the goal is to maximize the sim-
ilarity of two binding sites, starting with some reasonable
initial alignment of the sites, by allowing the model of one
site to flex or deform to match the representation of the
other site as closely as possible. Any surface or set of fea-
tures can be deformed to look like another [7], but deforma-
tions must be physically reasonable for many applications
(e.g. biological systems and human face recognition). Thus,
we propose physically reasonable deformations by adding
structural constraints based on known favorable geometries
in protein structures.

3.1 Rationale
Given two aligned binding sites, our goal is to deform the

features of one binding site to better match the features
of the other site subject to the physical constraints of the
proteins. Our algorithm permits a wide variety of binding
sites features provided the features depend on the relative
positions and orientations of the binding site atoms. Pro-
tein structures are represented as a system of kinematic
chains, that is, as a set of joints and a set of links between
pairs of joints. A link is a rigid connection between two
joints, and it can be used to represent a covalent bond be-
tween two atoms. Each atom is represented by a joint at its
atomic center, and a given joint models the relative motions
(bond-rotational dihedral angle changes) of the protein with



Figure 1: A tube representation of three consecutive
amino acids. A, B, and C are backbone nitrogen,
oxygen, and alpha carbon atoms. The bond dihedral
angle ∠ Y is determined by the positions of C, X,
Y, and Z. The convention is to hold CXY fixed and
to vary the position of Z. In particular, ∠ Y is the
angle between the vectors CX and YZ when they are
projected in a plane whose normal is parallel to the
vector XY. In the kinematics model, each atom is a
joint and each bond (tube) is a link. An example of a
kinematic chain is C-X-Y-Z, and C is a Cα atom. An
end effector is a end point of a kinematic chain that
is to be moved to a goal. Examples of end effectors
are the oxygen (red) atoms at the top of the figure.

respect to that atom and the relative angles of its covalent
bonds.

Given a finite set of atomic position-dependent features of
a binding site and a kinematic model for protein atom mo-
tions, the features (such as atomic charges) can be rigidly
linked to the atoms that gave rise to the features. A linked
feature can be used to exert a force on its kinematic chain,
and it will move with its linked atom. The kinematic model
describes how changes in joint (or bond dihedral) angles can
be affected by changes in the positions of the site features
and changes in the positions of site features are directly de-
termined by changes in joint angles. The beauty of this idea
is that it does not depend on a specific site representation,
and it leverages optimization techniques based on kinematic
models that are well studied in robotics and computer graph-
ics [35, 3].

In this section, the objective function is intentionally left
arbitrary, but would typically be a combination of surface
shape and surface features (e.g., chemical type of the atoms
contributing to that surface patch for a biochemistry prob-
lem, or color of eyes and skin if the matching involved face
recognition). Here, the matching problem is posed in the
context of searching for significant partial matches of dataset
small molecule binding sites to a user provided query site.
In this section, the query and dataset site features that are
position and orientation dependent are represented by con-
catenating the positions and orientations into the long vec-
tors X and Y, respectively. Given an objective function
depending on X and Y, numerical optimization methods
can be used to estimate the direction in which to move the
system.

3.2 Inverse Kinematics
To better understand inverse kinematics [3], it is helpful

to present the forward kinematics problem and kinematics
terminology. Given a set of joints, a set of links, and the
associated joint angles, forward kinematics computes the
position of the end effectors (see Figure 1). One way to
solve this problem is to start at the root joint (in our case,
the Cα atom, which does not move), and for each successive
joint in the chain compute the effect of its joint angle on
the positions of the end effectors and the joints between the
current joint and the end effectors.

The inverse kinematics problem is: given the desired
positions of end effectors, find a set of angles that will move
the end effectors to the desired positions. This problem
is difficult because the inverse of a chain of rigid transfor-
mations determined by angles is nonlinear, and there could
be anywhere from an infinite number of solutions to none.
One technique is to use a linear approximation to the for-
ward kinematics problem for the current joint and end ef-
fector configuration and solve for the joint angles [3]. Let
Q = (Q0, Q1, · · · , Qm) be the set of joint angles of the de-
formable protein (this set is known as the joint configu-
ration space). Let Q0 and X0 be the initial joint config-
uration and features’ positions, respectively. Then, given a
small change in the joint configuration space Q0+∆Q, what
is the corresponding change in the end effector configuration
space X0 + ∆X? This forwards kinematic problem may be
represented by an operator

f(Q0 + ∆Q) = X0 + ∆X (1)

Since we seek to solve the inverse kinematics problem, one
method is to assume that there is an inverse operator f−1.
Then applying f−1 to both sides of Equation 1 would yield

Q0 + ∆Q = f−1(X0 + ∆X) (2)

One of the better ways to estimate f−1 is to compute the
Jacobian J (i.e. partial derivatives) of the end effectors’
positions X with respect to the joint angles Q at the current
positions of the end effectors X0 [3, 8]. By letting J =
[∂Xi/∂Qj ] a linear approximation to the forward kinematics
problem is

J∆Q ≈ ∆X (3)

Supposing one can estimate ∆X by the gradient of the ob-
jective function or another method, the idea is to find the
inverse of the Jacobian and multiply both sides of Equation
3 from the left to yield the following

∆Q ≈ J−1∆X

Since the Jacobian is rarely a square matrix, a generalized or
pseudoinverse of the Jacobian must be used in the place of
the inverse of the Jacobian. One can use the Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse of the Jacobian J† to obtain

∆Q ≈ J†∆X (4)

In the remainder of this article, it is assumed that the pseu-
doinverse of the Jacobian J† refers specifically to the Moore-
Penrose pseudoinverse.

A linear iterative method can be used to numerically solve
the inverse kinematics problem. It is assumed that a reason-
able binding site alignment is used to initialize the method.
The initial joint and end effector configurations are given
by the molecular structure (e.g. PDB coordinates) and the
corresponding feature-labeled molecular surface representa-
tion as aligned to another protein structure and its binding
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Figure 2: A high-level flowchart showing ArtSurf in
the context of partial binding site matching.

site surface. At the ith iteration, compute or estimate how
to move each end effector to optimize the objective (that is,
determine a suitable estimate for ∆Xi). Next, compute the
pseudoinverse of the Jacobian J† for the current joint and
end effector configurations Qi and Xi, respectively. Then,
given the desired change in the position(s) of the end effec-
tor(s) ∆Xi, use Equation 4 to estimate the change in the
joint configuration ∆Qi that will approximately give the de-
sired change in the position(s) of the end effector(s)

Qi+1 = Qi + ∆Qi = Qi + αJ†∆Xi (5)

Next, apply the updated joint configuration Qi+1 using for-
ward kinematics (Equation 1) to update the position(s) of
the end effectors Xi+1. Finally, repeat the steps till the
process converges or a maximum number of iterations is
reached.

4. METHODS
The deformable partial matching site comparison method

as outlined in the preceding section is abstract. Depend-
ing on the level of detail used to represent binding sites
and protein motions, implementing and using such a search
method could require significant scientific, software devel-
opment, and computational resources. To implement a de-
formable binding site comparison method, one must specify
how to evaluate site similarity by providing a site represen-
tation and an objective function to optimize. Some of the
more common features used to describe and compare bind-
ing sites are:

• Alpha and/or beta carbon atoms of amino acids [14]
• All non-hydrogen atoms that are near the surface of

the protein [16]
• Chemical points that represent locally important chem-

ical features [31, 11, 20, 30, 24, 33]
• A molecular surface of the binding site [27, 31, 30, 33]
• Electrostatic potential due to the separation between

charged protein atoms [22]

The choice of features generally depends on the questions to
be addressed and the resources that are available.

In order to narrow the scope and implement a prototype,
several simplifying assumptions are used here:

• The relative positions of amino acid backbone atoms
are held constant
• The relative positions of the atoms in amino acids out-

side the binding site are held constant

Figure 3: An illustration of steps in our deformable
matching implementation. Some vectors and dis-
tances have been scaled to make the images more
clear. A) The magenta and blue points represent
query and dataset site molecular surface points, re-
spectively. The cyan points are the closest points
on the dataset molecular surface with respect to the
three query points. The dashed lines imply that the
query points are rigidly connected to the terminal
nitrogen atom of the lysine side chain. The arrows
denote the point correspondences. B) The four balls
represent four joints, and the straight arrows corre-
spond to the linear approximation of joint rotations.
C) The magenta and cyan points are the positions
of some site points before and after one iteration of
our site matching method, respectively.

• Each binding site is represented by a SimSite3D bind-
ing site model [33]:

– molecular surface patches represented by triangle
meshes

– chemically labelled points

• The length of the covalent bonds are constant
• Revolute joints (i.e. side-chain bond, or equivalently,

dihedral angles rotations) are sufficient to model sig-
nificant side chain motions

Here, locally deformable partial matching of binding sites
is tested for the ability to improve chemical and molecular
shape matching between a query site and a database site to
which it has been aligned.

The following subsections highlight implementation de-
tails for the deformable partial matching binding of binding
sites. These details include: representing binding sites, esti-
mating point correspondences for two aligned binding sites,
rigid body refinement of aligned sites using the Iterative
Closest Point method (ICP) [6], and deformable refinement
of aligned sites.

4.1 Binding Site Representation
For the results in this article, each binding site was repre-

sented by a SimSite3D model [33]. This model represents a
binding site by its shape and chemistry. For a given binding
site, the binding site volume was estimated as the union
of spheres with radius r and centered at each non-hydrogen
atom of the ligand that was bound to the protein.

The shape component of a binding site is represented by
the intersection of that site’s volume and a solvent accessi-
ble molecular surface of the protein. The surfaces were com-



puted using MSMS [29]. Because it is difficult to compare
and render analytical representations of protein molecular
surfaces, each molecular surface is represented by a trian-
gle mesh. The default MSMS parameters (1 vertex per Å2,

1.4 Å ) were used for the vertex density and probe radius.
In the interest of keeping contiguous triangle mesh patches,
each triangle mesh, was pruned to its binding site by remov-
ing all triangles that did not have at least one vertex in the
binding site volume (r is 4.0 Å ). Therefore, the shape of a
binding site is represented by one or more triangle meshes.

The chemical nature of a binding site is represented by
local features computed from the protein’s unpaired polar
hydrogen atoms and lone pairs of electrons. Each chemical
feature represents the interaction type, location, and favored
orientation at which an atom in a small molecule could be
placed in the protein’s binding site and form a hydrogen
bond with the corresponding protein atom. To allow for
efficient and accurate matching, a spherical cap (section of
a spherical shell) is used to approximate favored volumes for
matching hydrogen-bonding atoms. Points on the cap that
are within 2.5 Å of any protein atom are removed as ligand
atoms at those points would severely overlap with one or
more protein atoms. The relative orientation at any point
on a spherical cap is approximated by a unit vector that is
normal to the cap at that point. The details of defining the
spherical caps, accounting for partial occlusion from protein
atoms, and how to determine the closest point on a spherical
cap can be found in [33].

4.2 Estimating Site Correspondences
One straightforward method to estimate the degree of cor-

respondence between two sites is to compute the site comple-
mentarity at a number of sample points and feed the samples
into a site similarity function [6]. The query site is repre-
sented by the vertices of the mesh representing the site’s
shape and by points sampled relatively uniformly on the
site’s polar spherical caps. The shape point correspondences
are determined by finding the closest point on the dataset
site’s mesh surface for each query shape point. The polar
point correspondences are determined by finding the closest
complementary point on the dataset site’s spherical caps for
each query polar point (respecting the chemical types) [33].
Each query point has at most one corresponding point, and
if there is no corresponding point within 1.5 Å of a given
query point, that point does not have a correspondence.

By defining point correspondences for the query (partial
site) sample points and using a maximum correspondence
threshold, we can minimize the distances between corre-
sponding points to optimize a partial match between the
two sites. Alternating between computing point correspon-
dences and minimizing an objective function of the corre-
spondences is an iterative process used in many contexts to
numerically optimize difficult problems. A well known rigid
body refinement method, ICP, uses such iterations [6], and
ICP is directly applicable to our partial matching problem.

4.3 Objective Function
Since the goal is to maximize the degree of similarity

between two SimSite3D site representations, the objective
function reduces to minimizing the sum of squared distances
between corresponding points. Note that the points can
move relative to each other and in different directions. There-
fore, suppose we have a query site with n points, then the

X3i X3i+1 X3i+2

Lys CA-CB bond angle(χj,1) JA,3i JA,3i+1 JA,3i+2

Lys CB-CG bond angle(χj,2) JB,3i JB,3i+1 JB,3i+2

Lys CG-CD bond angle(χj,3) JC,3i JC,3i+1 JC,3i+2

Lys CD-CE bond angle(χj,4) JD,3i JD,3i+1 JD,3i+2

Table 1: Example of the part of a Jacobian block
corresponding to a lysine side chain and the position
of a chemical feature (Figure 3). The values of row
1, 2, 3, and 4 are multiples of the components of
the cyan, yellow, green, and red tangent vectors,
respectively, (Figure 3).

n query points xi (including the surface shape and chemical
points) can be concatenated to form a X vector of length 3n.
A corresponding vector Y of the length 3n is computed by
finding the closest corresponding dataset point yi for each
xi. If there is not a corresponding yi with in the cutoff dis-
tance of a given xi, then that yi and xi have their three
coordinates set to zero. The objective function E is half of
the square of the Euclidean distance between X and Y. The
gradient of E is elementary:

∇XE = (X0 − Y0, X1 − Y1, · · · , X3n − Y3n) (6)

Because the gradient gives the direction of the greatest in-
crease, one can minimize the difference of the point corre-
spondences by moving in the direction of the negative gra-
dient.

4.4 Data Structures
A computationally efficient set of data structures is needed

to implement an efficient variant of the deformable matching
as presented in this section. Besides the typical data struc-
tures used for matching point clouds and triangle meshes,
the dependencies of the site features on the protein’s side-
chain dihedral angles need to be represented with respect to
the forward and inverse kinematics problems. Because the
protein’s backbone dihedral angles are kept constant and
each site point is assigned to exactly one kinematic chain,
the Jacobian in the linear approximation to the forward
kinematics problem (Equation 3) is a block matrix. Each
block matrix and the memory addresses (pointers) of the
positions and orientations of the associated site features are
stored in a class (or object). Since some positions may not
depend on all of the joint angles, each feature has a count
of the number of joint angles on which it depends. By stor-
ing the Jacobian (and its pseudoinverse) as a block matrix
and associating the joint dependent components of the fea-
tures with each block, block matrix operations can be used.
This helps the implementation to be efficient with respect
to memory space and computational time.

4.5 Deformable Site Matching
Putting the ideas together, an iterative method can be

applied to deform one binding site to be more similar to an-
other. Since the point correspondences between the sites are
local and the deformations are local, a good site alignment
is needed before deformations are attempted. In our imple-
mentation, initial site alignments are refined by using ICP
on the sites’ surfaces and spherical caps.



The deformable matching loop is as follows:

• Given an initial alignment or an alignment from a pre-
vious iteration, compute the current polar and molec-
ular surface site correspondences (see Figure 3 A).
• Compute the Jacobian J from the query protein’s cur-

rent joint configuration space Q and site point posi-
tions X (see Figure 3 B).
• Determine the pseudoinverse of the Jacobian J†.
• Use the negative gradient of the objective function

(Equation 6) to estimate the desired change in posi-
tion of the query’s site points.
• Multiply a fraction α of the negative gradient by the

pseudoinverse of the Jacobian to determine small changes
in the joint angles (Equation 5) that will reduce the
current value of the objective function.
• Rotate the query’s joints with respect to the computed

changes in joint angles to update the positions of the
query’s atoms and site features (see Figure 3 C).
• Terminate the loop when the last change in the joint

angles is sufficiently small or after a maximum number
of iterations is reached.

4.6 Implementation Details
The numerical portion of the deformable matching con-

sists of numerically solving the optimization and inverse
kinematics problems. The Jacobian is a block matrix and
can be computed relatively easily. The key idea is the por-
tion of the Jacobian that corresponds to a linear approxi-
mation of a dihedral bond rotation’s effect on the position
of a site point reduces to the cross product between the axis
of rotation (as a unit vector) and the vector from the joint
center to the center of the site point.

Some care is needed in computing the pseudoinverse of
the Jacobian J†. One common method to compute the pseu-
doinverse is

J† = (JtJ)−1Jt (7)

However, numerically computing the inverse of JtJ will be
problematic if JtJ is singular or almost singular. Damped
least squares regularization can be used to keep the compu-
tation relatively stable by adding a small positive constant
to the diagonal of JtJ that results in the approximation

J† ≈ (JtJ + λ2I)−1Jt (8)

where I is the identity matrix of the same size as JtJ and λ is
a small positive constant [8]. Note that if J is an m×n matrix
and m�n then the order of operations can be reversed so
that the size of the matrix to invert is m×m rather than
n×n. LAPACK [1] methods can be used to compute (JtJ)−1

by first computing an LU decomposition of JtJ and then
determining the inverse.

After J† is computed, (Equation 5) can be used to up-
date the joint angles, and forward kinematics can be used to
update the positions of the site points. Empirically, it was
found that α values of 0.4 and 0.1 for the chemical point
and surface point correspondences, respectively, provide a
reasonable trade off between step size and the number of it-
erations to converge. Additionally, since the pseudoinverse
Jacobian method for inverse kinematics is a linear method,
a maximum rotation of five degrees per iteration appears to
be within reason.

One final item to consider is that severe overlaps of pairs
of atoms within a protein are not physically realistic. The

overlap of any two protein atoms (in the same protein) is
allowed to be at most five percent of the sum of the atoms’
Van der Waals radii (as determined by Li and Nussinov,
Table XI [23]). The two exceptions to the overlap constraint
are atoms that could participate in a hydrogen bond are
allowed to be within 2.5 Å and atoms that had a severe
overlap (five percent or greater) in the provided structure.
For cases of severe overlap (more than five percent), dihedral
angle rotations that would result in an increase in overlap
are clamped (at five percent overlap).

5. RESULTS
A suitable binding site dataset is needed to gauge the ap-

plicability and performance of our method and implementa-
tion. Before applying the method to non-homologous bind-
ing sites, it is a good practice to first assess if the method
can adequately handle different conformations of the same
binding site. Thus, two sets of molecular dynamics (MD)
trajectories were used to show performance on the same
binding site that has undergone increasing displacements in
mainchain atomic positions (conformational change). The
two MD trajectories (one conventional and one Hamilto-
nian replica exchange (HREM)) were provided by Su and
Cukier [32], and these simulations show the pterin bind-
ing site of Y. pestis 6-hydroxymethyl-7,8-dihydropterin py-
rophosphokinase (HPPK) as it undergoes (simulated) low-
energy conformational changes over time. Each MD tra-
jectory has about 3,000 snaphots (atomic coordinate files)
that correspond to 1ps timesteps of 3ns of MD simulation.
Both trajectories have had the coordinates of the all snap-
shots brought into the same reference frame (as aligned by
Su [32]). Applying our implementation to selected snapshots
provides an example of deforming a binding site represen-
tation via directed sidechain refinement in the case of sites
with the same sequence that have undergone increasing main
chain conformational changes.

The HPPK MD binding site dataset was constructed as
follows. The binding site amino acids (of HPPK) were se-
lected using molecular graphics. The selected amino acids
correspond to the residue numbers 7, 9, 45, 51, 54, 83, 88,
89, 91, 93, 96, 98, 116-118, 122-125, and 156 from the PDB
structure 2qx0. The first snapshot of the conventional MD
trajectory was selected as the reference coordinates, and the
root mean squared deviations (RMSD) of the main chain
atoms of the binding site amino acids was computed for
each snapshot with respect to the reference. The snapshots
were partitioned by RMSD into non-overlapping bins with
width 0.25 Å for the interval [0.0, 4.0] Å RMSD. The con-
ventional snapshots were placed in the first eight bins, and
any snapshot with an RMSD greater than 2.0 Å was dis-
carded. The HREM snapshots with RMSD in the interval
[2.0, 4.0] Å RMSD were placed in the next eight bins. The

only snapshot in the interval [0.0, 0.5] Å RMSD was the ref-
erence snapshot. For each bin, the representative coordi-
nates of that bin are given by the snapshot with the lowest
main chain RMSD in that bin. This resulted in an HPPK
MD binding site dataset with 15 sets of coordinates (snap-
shots) with increasing main chain binding site RMSD (with
respect to the reference coordinates).

Because the goal was to evaluate the performance of the
deformable site matching implementation, each of the snap-
shots was aligned to the reference snapshot by minimizing
the binding site main chain atomic RMSD between each



Figure 4: Performance of ICP and Artsurf starting
with the initial alignments of the Yp HPPK dataset.
Each curve shows the number of true positive ver-
sus false positive matches as the score thresholds
are decreased from most (lower left corner) to least
(upper right corner) stringent. The number of false
positive matches is estimated by the number of high
scoring matches between the 15 Yp HPPK query
sites and 140 diverse sites [33]. The plotted scores
are z-scores (normalized per query site), and the
dots denote a standard deviation of 1.5 better than
the mean. Struct Align is the normalized SimSite3D
similarity scores for the initial (coarse) alignments.
The ICP and ArtSurf lines are after applying ICP
and ArtSurf respectively.

snapshot and the reference snapshot. In keeping with the
partial matching theme of the article, 15 somewhat larger
dataset site and 15 query site representations were con-
structed using SimSite3D [33]. The PDB structure of Yp
HPPK (2qx0) was aligned to the reference coordinates, and
the pterin ligand (PDB small molecule code PH2) from 2qx0
was used to define the volume of the query site for each of
the fifteen snapshots. The dataset site for each of the snap-
shots was defined by a 8.0 Å sphere centered at the center of
the pterin ring system. Each query site was compared with
each dataset site for a total of 225 site comparisons.

To ignore protein small-molecule binding site comparision
tool effects, the initial alignment for each query, dataset
pair of sites was given by the provided main chain align-
ments to the reference structure [32]. Reference scores for
each site pair were computed by applying ICP to each initial
alignment and then, computing the SimSite3D site similarity
score. Because the SimSite3D site similarity score is directly
dependent on the method used to compute the correspond-
ing points, each of the 225 site similarity scores were more
favorable after deforming the query sites. In addition, we
saw that applying the deformable matching method to each
query site versus a set of 140 diverse protein small-molecule
binding sites, on average, did not result in as much of a

score increase as a query site versus an HPPK dataset site.
The end result is deformable partial matching resulted in an
increase of about 50 true positive matches at virtually no
increase in the number of false positive matches.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
A relatively straightforward and general method using the

pseudoinverse Jacobian method of inverse kinematics was
presented to adjust protein dihedral angles to achieve the
desired changes in positions of binding site features. The
deformable binding site matching implementation is novel in
that one can direct protein side-chain conformational change
via optimization of binding site features. At no point is
our method directly dependent on the tool used to provide
an initial alignment of the binding sites; applicable meth-
ods include Dali [19], substructure matching [15], and Sim-
Site3D [33]. Also, to the authors’ knowledge, the problem
of realistically deforming the site representation of one site
to maximize its similarity to a second site has not been ad-
dressed before. This article illustrates that deformable par-
tial matching of protein small-molecule binding sites can be
performed in a reasonable amount of time, and can help
increase the number of true positive matches.

Areas of improvement include: prioritization of rotations
at each iteration, allowing more atoms to move (e.g. beta
carbon atoms), tuning and validation on protein families,
and better molecular surface and chemical group approxi-
mations. Also, because the method uses many matrix and
vector operations, it would greatly benefit from modifying
the implementation to use multiple CPU cores or graphics
cards for most of the computation.
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